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1. Welcome

The FXC Chair, Troy Rohrbaugh, welcomed members from the Foreign Exchange Committee (FXC) and the Operations Managers Working Group (OMWG). He also welcomed new FXC member, Jodi Schenk, Head of G10 FX Corporates North America Sales and Solutions and she introduced herself to the Committees.

2. Update on the Global Meeting of Foreign Exchange Committees

The FXC Chair gave an update on the Global Meeting of Foreign Exchange Committees held at the FRBNY on May 25. Publication of phase one materials of the FX Global Code was unanimously supported by representatives from each of the eight FXCs of the Global Meeting. The Global Meeting also included discussion on promoting adherence to the FX Global Code, updates by individual FXCs, Global FXC structure, and presentations on electronic trading, prime brokerage and FX market liquidity.

3. Update on the work sponsored by the BIS’ Markets Committee Foreign Exchange Working Group

The high level timeline of phase one of the FX Global Code was discussed. The publication of phase two of the FX Global Code will be in May 2017. There was a discussion on ways to improve the framework for soliciting and processing feedback during phase two. One way to submit a comment on phase one material is to email globalfx@ny.frb.org found on the BIS FXWG website.

4. Discussion on electronic trading

Private sector members discussed various aspects of electronic trading in the foreign exchange market and highlighted some of the key areas in electronic trading around pre trade, execution and post trade activities. They discussed various elements and activities that are important in each category such as pricing in an electronic execution environment. They discussed these issues in context of phase one of the FX Global Code and ahead of phase two which will include material on electronic trading.

5. Discussion on prime brokerage

Private sector members discussed various aspects of foreign exchange prime brokerage (PB) and noted that many issues intersect with electronic trading topics. Such issues included the need to
have proper controls around algorithmic execution so that an error with the algorithm does not contribute to operational issues for the prime broker or others in the PB transaction.

6. Market discussion

The Committee discussed upcoming events that could potentially impact activity in FX markets such as the UK referendum on membership in the European Union (EU). Private sector members also discussed the outlook for the US economy, expectations for the release of US economic data and domestic political developments. Private sector members noted upcoming political elections in Japan, and how the outcome of those elections could impact the Yen.

7. Other business

The next OMWG meeting is scheduled for October 12 at 3:00 PM and hosted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

The next FXC meeting is scheduled for October 13 at 4:00 PM and hosted by Barclays.